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Abstract

In the Mari post-war story about the Great Patriotic War spiritual and moral problems are advanced to the forefront: man and the dramatic circumstances of war, the problems of person’s spiritual strength. Such a conceptual and problematic strategy lead to deepening of the story's genre content, first of all, in the axiological aspect; the principle of the truth in the representation of military reality and the person of wartime make actual from a new angle and also, in turn, it provokes the development of genre forms, poetics and style, which are best-qualified to the purposes of art expression of the author’s value orientations.

In this article, within the framework of study of the value paradigm of the Mari national literature, it is regarded the art realization of axiological problematique in the Mari «military» story of the second half of the 1940s – the beginning of the 1980s. The main attention in it is paid to the genre and style decisions of the authors (the genre subspecies of the «military» story, as well as the style dominants, in particular, psychologism, its forms and techniques, used by writers), which are aimed at actualization of the axiological content of their works.

The research methodology is determined by the historical and typological and structural-semantic analysis of the works, what makes it possible to see not only the value aspects of the problematique of the «military» story, but also the poetological aspects of a genre, realized by them.

The socio-aesthetic factors of the actualization of axiological problematique in the Mari literature of the second half of the 1940s – the beginning of the 1980s are defined in this article and also it is proved that this problematique call into existence new genre-style tendencies in the development of the Mari story about the Great Patriotic War. It is associated with the understanding of the tragic circumstances of military reality, the internal human nature, the psychological side of the characters’ life. The most vivid expression it is received in such genre subspecies of the Mari «military» story as lyrico-dramatic, lyric-philosophical and documentary and biographic stories, and significantly the problematique promotes to the formation of such style dominants of the Mari small prose, as psychologism, dramatic nature and philosophization of the narration.

The main object of the image in the «military» story of the second half of the 1940s – the beginning of the 1980s is the personality with its complex inner world. The most common techniques of psychological narration in it are the inner monologue of the character and the psychological author’s narrative (psychologically saturated descriptions, details).

The central place in the genre and style field of the Mari «military» literature of the post-war period is taken
by lyrico-dramatic and lyrico-philosophical stories, in which the monologue-confession of the character is actively used.

Documentary and biographical stories are written on the basis of the documentary materials, but the authors do not «roll over» to journalism, they actively enrich the art arsenal of literature, in which psychology plays the most important role. Along with psychologism, it should be noted a plot as a stylistic dominant of such story (the dynamics of the external and interior life of characters), which is slightly reveals the author’s value idea. Many of them have an autobiographical strategy.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

In the Mari story of the second half of the 1940s – the beginning of the 1980s about the Great Patriotic War spiritual and moral problems are advanced to the forefront: man and dramatic circumstances of war, the problems of the person’s spiritual strength. Such a conceptual and problematique strategy lead to deepening of the story’s genre content, first of all, in the axiological aspect; the principle of the truth in the representation of military reality and the person of wartime make actual from a new angle and also, in turn, it provokes the development of genre forms, poetics and style, which are best-qualified to the purposes of art expression of the author’s value orientations.

2. **OPINIONS AND DISCUSSION**

One of the manifestations of dynamics of the genre development of the «military» story in 1940s – the beginning of the 1980s can be considered heightened attention to the inner world of the characters and increased interest in various forms and techniques of the psychological narration. Psychologism, which is a «special art quality» (Kudryavtseva, 2009, p. 61), as well as it «directly connected with the writer’s style, acts as an organizing style principle» (Isina), becomes the style dominant in the creativity of the most Mari writers (Yu. Artamonov, V. Yuksern, S. Vishnevsky, P. Kornilov, G. Gordeev, V. Alexandrov, E. Yangildin, Max Main and others). It penetrates as much as possible into the genre structure of the story's varieties, which are most discussed the value problems of life, man and the world (lyric-dramatic, lyrico-philosophical, and documentary-biographical stories). Gradually these subspecies, filling up military material with other objects of art representation, are firmly fixed as especially high-demand in the art picture of the Mari prose.

The main object of the image in the «military» story of the second half of the 1940s – the beginning of the 1980s is the personality with its complex inner world. The most common techniques of psychological narration in it are the inner monologue of the character and the psychological author’s narrative (psychologically saturated descriptions, details).

The central place in the genre and style field of the Mari «military» literature of the post-war period is taken by lyrico-dramatic and lyrico-philosophical stories, in which the monologue-confession of the character is actively used. The inner speech of the characters (or the hero narrator), especially in the stories of the 1940s–1950s, is full of exclamatory sentences, rhetorical questions, ellipsis, which express the extreme degree of their dramatic situation and psychological state. The key values of the people and the individual person, particularly topical during the post-war era, – the Motherland, the soldier’s life, pride in people, and hatred of the enemy – are also verbally issued. Such a confessionary reflection of the hero-narrator about the Homeland as a value has, for example, in the I. Vasilyev’s «My Homeland, I Love You» («Шоым элем, мый тыым йотатем», 1948) lyrico-dramatic story: «Шоым элем, тый мойбён авам улат! Мый тыым верчынет, шекен тыныс да ласка улышна верч моло дене пырля кучедалынам… Умбакыжат, Родина, ушане, <…> устан кучедалыш түнгагалам. Шоым элем, күлеш пеш гын, тыым верчынет ике улышемат ом чанане. Шоым элем, мый тыым йотатем!» (Vasilyev, 1956, p. 12) («My Motherland, you are my mother! I fought for you, for our peaceful and restful life together with all… And then believe, Motherland, <…> I will fight bravely. If it is necessary, my Motherland, I will not regret even my life. My homeland, I love you!»); «... йоча-влак чон йосишын дене шортып, уйырамаш дене шонго-влакын ишнечувйышит йога, нимо титакдыыг ен-влак фашистик пленшнеш олсаптан, кунун суурленишт түйа, осан тушман чылакымат ломыжыкшо савыра. Күмэл мапдынам орлык вузалын. Шоым элемин онгжо айдеме вур дене чеверген…» (Vasilyev, 1956, p. 10) («... children cry by their
hearts, women’s and old people’s tears flow, innocent people suffer in fascist captivity, their house burns, the evil enemy turns everything into ashes. Our endless land is captured by grief. The breast of my Motherland is reddened with human blood…»).

The similar monologue-confession of the hero narrator (he is close to the author) is also presented in the G. Gordeev’s lyrico-dramatic story «Thank you, soldier!» («Тай, саптак!»), which is based not on the story of the hero-narrator himself, but on the remembrance about the lost and died father, reproduction of his frontline life. In this story the inner monologue actualizes not only such value as the Motherland, but also such as love for the native land, sacred hatred, spiritual and moral strength of the soldier, memory. The axiological meaning is also obtained by the word «Winner» (in the author’s chart it is СЕНЫШЕ). Using philosophical and metaphorical figurativeness, apostrophes, exclamations, emotional particles, repetitions-specifications (achment, йӧртшым ачымын – my father, my beloved father), the narrative hero turns to war as a revived evil enemy turns everything into ashes. Our endless land is sacred, our hearts, our women’s and old people’s tears flow, our house burns, the innocent people suffer, their family is burnt, they are killed. The author’s voice is also presented in the form of a monologue reminding Mari prayers: «О шучко сар… Да вчыкым тый лий! Мыйн эгын ўмрыкым лугыч баштылышын, моңл эгым кылышым пылыкышын, мыйн эгым пылыкышын көккем, ачымын, йӧртшым ачымын, пел кыякым күрлым калынчат.


Тай, ачай, тай, совет саптак!» (Gordeev, 1990, pp. 259–260) («Oh terrible war … God’s blood! How many lives you have interrupted, how many have crippled, how many have orphaned, and you have ripped my father’s, my beloved father’s arm off.

Oh, cursed fascist. <…> But no! It is not easy to defeat the Soviet soldier. It is impossible to defeat the Soviet soldier! Do you say, that my father is dead? It’s lie! He lives! He lives in the hearts of my mother, sister, brother, lives in my heart, in the hearts of neighbors, people.

Thank you, father, Soviet soldier!»).

Such a subjective narration, in which the inner monologue of the hero-narrator dominates, becomes the anthem to the immortal soldier, the winner father, his force and invincibility. The similar axiologically oriented problematique in the psychological projection is also stated in the story by M. Evseev, «Dream» («Ом»), but already within the framework of a lyrico-philosophical narration. The main action in it is connected with post-war time, war is given in the flashback. The main character of the story, Nastya, all her life lived with hope to meet someday with her father (he went through the whole war and died literally in the last days of the war, during the capture of the Reichstag). The meeting of father and daughter, impossible in reality («Гымым чык, ны менни эгэ вөкөнө зөөө шеб кашке чүлөн көшөөс. Күшөө-чынын гарактынан шӱтшым бөгөн кычалеш, көккем менен иш көпөм эгын каяш ок лий» (Evseev, 1970, p. 56) – «I want to come very much, but a snake creeps with a hiss around our country all the time. It tries to find an opportunity to break through the border somewhere, so I can’t leave my post»), it happens in a dream. This technique, associated in the Mari literature of the second half of the XXth century, mainly with «philosophical and ethical problems, with the movement of a plot, ideological content», serves «for the ideological and psychological characteristics of the characters, the explanation of the author’s views» (Ryabinina, 2016, p. 136), in the M. Evseev’s story promotes to the deep penetration into the inner world of the main character, which is designated by the author’s clear positive connotation. And the very situation of meeting father and daughter in the dream, the Nastya’s monologue confession of about immense love for her father and the first meeting with him, gets philosophical tone. The separate fragments of this monologue remind Mari prayers-lamentations: «Ачай, гүйым лектам – тӱлымн оңчым: тӱшто тыйым ужем; кеччык кеччын вүд pais волем – вүд ўмбарке тӱлкым оңчым: тӱшто тыйым чурлуем кычалам; чӱккери күрем – кайык мурым көлың:тӱшто «Үйөрем, толым шӱымым манымым көлөм; кылык кылышке лектам – адак тыйым кычалам. <…> а мый тыйым толмымым вүчемн. Авам семинан эр ўжара тул денат, кас ўжара тул денат, тӱлзан да чолга шӱдырк ан мотор гүйыммат, яңдар көвөн вольдө кеччык кычам вучем. <…> Ачай, тол мый дөкем, тетта шт кай» (Evseev, 1970, pp. 54–55) («Dad, I go out at night – I look at the moon: I want to see you in it; I go down for water in the afternoon – I look at the water intently: I try to discern your face there, I go into the thicket – I listen to the birds singing: I want to hear "My daughter, I came" there; I go to people – I look for you again. <…> and I was waiting for your return. As mother, I’m waiting for you both in the morning dawn and in the evening dawn, on moonlit and starlit quiet night and on bright, cloudless afternoon. <…> Dad, come back to me, don’t go away anymore»).
Such folklore stylistics (style of prayer lamentation) are used by the author not only to express the emotional torment of the character, but also «in order to express their ideological and aesthetic concept and to enhance emotional expressiveness» (Levinia, 2016, p. 94). They focus attention on the primordial values (human life, divine power, destiny, spirit, faith, and will of the man himself as reservoir of his strength). Both the regular repeated daughter's and the father's compulsions to each other («акай» – «father», «удырем», «игет» – «daughter», «my child») and synonymous repetitions («тыым ужем» – «I want to see you», «тыйны чуритеым кычалам» – «I am looking for your face», «толметым вученам» – «I am waiting for your coming», «вучем» – «I'm waiting», «стол» – «come», «ит кай» – «do not go away», «тыым ужам» – «I see you», «зре эскеренам» – «all the time I waited, followed you»), «шым пеленемак ашинам» – «kept you in my heart») promotes to create of prayerful style. The ending of the M. Evseev's story is similar on axiological strategy to the ending of G. Gordeev's story, which we analyzed above: «Саптак ныгунм ок көло!» (Gordeev, 1990, p. 260) («The soldier never dies!»). The author approves immortality and memory by the words of his character. Thus, in the G. Gordeev's and M. Evseev's stories human life as a value is the main philosophical category, and the military biography of fathers, whose gave an impetus to the psychological plot, actualizes the link of times and generations through the motives of memory and immortality.

The V. Alexandrov's lyrico-dramatic story «Ови» (1975) is full of psychological descriptions, lyrical digressions, inner monologues, remembrances and reflections, homilies, precepts and edification (in Марі – сулыын). It has the strong psychological line, which powerfully accompanies the entire eventful work, the first-person narrator (Mick), close to the author, and the circular composition, determined by the motive of the frustrated meeting. The eventful background of the psychological plot is the story of the unhappy love of Pavyl and Ovi, separated by war, the pure and unrequited love of Ovi by her fellow villager Miku, the loyalty of Ovi to her husband, who was off at the front. In this regard, it is impossible to bribe Ovi either with a heartfelt playing on a two-row Russian harmonica (the battle-front veteran, who falls in love with her, just for the sake of his beloved repaired his musical instrument and learned to play with one hand, he left the other, second hand, in the war), nor with the wise and tender words of Miku («Ови, молан шёнэнм иңберет? Ирышылан – ылыман. А тушүң оюйт бөрүлүп, оюйт» (Alexandrov, 1998, p. 46) – «Ovi, why are you torturing yourself? You have to live, and they don't come back from there!»), neither his sincere rueful feelings for her, no his desire to capture his beloved woman in sculpture («Төгөлй эйрөтмөш гына ылынам вогалаттара, айдэме лыйым пул» (Alexandrov, 1998, p. 46) – «Only such love illumes our life, makes man human»).

So, one of the major universal values – loyalty is put by the author in the forefront. It gives Ovi spiritual strength, which we see in the story at all key moments of her life (moment of parting with Pavyl, receiving «condolence letters», meeting with Pavyl-runaway), gives her reliable support in difficult life situations, saves from fleeting temptations. The author transmits the dynamics of her inner experiences, psychological stress, mainly not by direct ways, but indirectly, through the external manifestations, for example, he shows how Ovi with some crazy zeal split logs, plows on a bull (instead of horse). The story ends with the dramatic motive of the frustrated meeting and Ovi's internal contradiction: she understands that she does not meet with Pavyl, but still believes and hopes for her husband's return. Ovi consciously chooses herself loneliness as life situation, which the author emphasizes with the help of the image-symbol of a lonely birch. This image, directly associated with the image of the woman, looking at the road while waiting for her husband, is complemented with the motive of the frustrated meeting in the ring frame of the story. As at the beginning of the story («Ял мучашите мүндыр корнысы вүйым сакысы шүүт күз вөктөн тызык шүүт үйдөрамышым ужам...») (Alexandrov, 1998 p. 41) – «At the end of the village, at a single lonely birch, hanging its head toward a long road. I see alike woman, standing alone...»), and so at the end («Мүндушчак, вүйым савен, күз вашиле. Вөктөньяк – үйдөрамыш» (Alexandrov, 1998, p. 46) – «Already from a distance, the birch met with a tilted head. There is a woman near it». It is called to emphasize the proud loneliness of the heroine, what is higher than instantaneous joy of life, her humility with fate. Ovi believes in the power of her love: «Күн кечеш көзгөрөн, ğөрөш нөрөн шүлге, шаланап, <...> ӳрөтмөш гына ылынам вогалаттара» (Alexandrov, 1998, p. 46) («the stone «bake» by the sun, sodden in the rain, becomes friable, falls into pieces, <...> only love illuminates our life». The story «Ови» is a poetic anthem of love and loyalty.

The most dramatic and psychologically saturated one is the episode of the night meeting-conversation of Ovi with Pavyl-runaway, what was accidentally overheard by the narrative hero Miku. Ovi, for whom honesty is the highest, insists on Pavyl's returning to the front, and even she is ready to replace him at the front herself (if only to wash away as soon as possible the sin of her husband before the race, descendants, people, country). Pavyl went away, and Ovi fell on the straw and wept bitterly. And in the morning, outwardly, nothing said anything about their meeting, only her eyes were red; and in the evening the birch, her soul mate, still shared her feelings: «Көстене аңга мұчағ егы вөлышыла, тугак ял мұчағие күз дөрөн шогалын,
мүндер корныш түслөн шулулатыш» (Александров, 1998, p. 47) («In the evening, going down from the field, she stopped, as before, at the birch, that is at the end of the village, sighed, gazing at the long road»). Miku, who sincerely loved her and was distressed for Ovi, worried and kept in secret the night meeting with Pavyl.

Thus, the composition and stylistics of the story «Ovi» are based on a combination of psychological dramatic nature and an axiophilosophical beginning (with a lyrico-psychological style dominant). Significant role in it is assigned to the descriptions included in the direct and inner speech of the hero-narrator Mika and performing the value-conceptual and psychological function. For example, such is the description of the ancient Mari wedding (in this story — the wedding of Ovi and Pavyl), with the precepts, admonitions and other attributes of this traditional family ceremony. It sharpens such precepts, that carry the values of family life (in the unity of spiritual and material): the complete union of husband and wife («Мужырмат тичымыш түлөн евак пишке» (Александров, 1998, p. 42) — «Let our couple be like the full moon»), joy radость («Түңнеште ош кече нолтаптеш, самырык ешат тудынла волгаптеш» (Александров, 1998, p. 42) — «The white sun rises, let the young family also sparkle»), domestic values («Шыңүңдө гай шийн, туто киндә үәр дәнә куәнән ылыза, — кәче дән оръән үәл ылымак оясы ыңгән возын, вүй ыңбакыыш шүрөн пырчы вектә» (Александров, 1998, p. 43) — «Live, sparkling like money, enjoying the refreshing rain ripening bread, — money falls under the feet of the bride and the groom, grain drops the on their head»).

First of all, the impressive natural pictures, presented by the eyes and the words of the characters, add lyricism to the narration. For example, Pavyl's words: «Мұзыңчо ыым ылы ылын, төтөттөт тө сыйым возын нылам ылы. Вет тиңә — пүңүң нәмән ылын: ысыә үйкән күмәдә өлкәк, ылыкә Ләж үәд, киндә нур дәнә волгаптеш кәндә кәвә» (Александров, 1998, p. 45) («If I was a musician, I would definitely have recorded this melody. It is our whole surrounding life: a wide meadow with a ring of braids, still water of the river Lazh, the blue sky, lightened by the grain fields»). An example of a landscape description for dramatization of the plot action in this work is the description of summer bad weather, which gives rise to motive of unexpected parting of Pavyl and Ovi (it leaves for war): «Но кәвәм тү эрәнә алә-күй пүйтә пүрдәш. Укәвә-шашет водән арәмәк оыыл өөгө чыкырышын аман...» (Александров, 1998, p. 42) («That morning as though someone curtailed the sky. It was not for nothing, apparently, frogs croaked so much in the evenings»). Onto the landscape «thoughts, experiences of heroes are projected: the comparison of the person's experiences with pictures of the nature allows to reveal internal psychological processes with greater fullness and relief» (Kompaneets, 1980, p. 20). Strengthening of plot dramatic nature, including in its psychological component is connected with the bad weather: «Айлыш күзымым — ӱырым-ӱыр шүгәрлаштыыла шүлк» (Александров, 1998, p. 42) («I went up to the village — it was gloomy around, like in the cemetery»). Such landscape details accompanying the heroes at the moment of their taking leave will be used also in other event plans, for example, the message, that Pavyl is missed in action, is preceded by the phrase «Касвел мөгөрөм көвәтүр шөөлөм өөрөн» (Александров, 1998, p. 43) («The horizon on the west side is blackened and swollen»).

The axiological concept of the author in the story «Ovi» is constructed also from expressions of the narrator's hero, the characters, correlated with ideas of national pedagogics, many of them in the form of proverbs, adage and folk signs are presented in their inner speech: goodness («Поро өңгөн ӱырным күчк») (Александров, 1998, p. 42) — «A good person has a short life»), job and diligence («Айдемың пыркә паша дәнә чаплан») (Александров, 1998, p. 42) — «A name of the person is famous for his work»), («Чолға шүүдирән лымымат сылымым ойырат» (Александров, 1998, p. 42) — «And an unfading star has beautiful name») and others.

Thus, the analysis of the V. Alexandrov's lyrico-dramatic story «Ovi» allows to conclude, that all compositional elements of the work, «all event-based pictures are distinguished by psychological tension, fixing attention on disclosure of characters' moral principles and the statement of moral values. All descriptions and characteristics are excitedly lyrical in character. They promote not only to a more complete disclosure of the characters' inner world, but also to the dramatization of the plot» (Кудрявцева, 2010, p. 38).

Documentary and biographical stories have significant part in the Mari literature of the second half of the 1940s — the beginning of the 1980s. They are written on the basis of documentary materials, but the authors do not «roll over» to journalism, they actively enrich the art arsenal of literature, in which psychologism plays the most important role. Along with psychologism, it should be noted a plot as the stylistic dominant of such story (the dynamics of the external and interior life of characters), which is slightly revealed the author's value idea.

The M. Stepanov's (Max. Main) story «Мондаптдуме подвиг» («An immortal feat») about the heroic feat
and death of the guerrilla Zoya Kosmodemyanskaya has the first-person narrative and accompanied with fragments from other (poetic) works of the author, and the documentary material is widely presented: historical realities, geographical objects, real episodes, the ident names, surnames and the pre-war biography of guerrillas (Zoya Kosmodemyanskaya, Klava Miloradova, Vera Voloshina, Lida Bulgina, Pavel Provorov) and lieutenant colonel, who interrogated Zoya after detention (Ludwig Ryuderer of the 332nd infantry regiment of the 197th fascist division), Zoya’s letters to her mother and brother Shura, the story by the senior research associate of the museum of the village of Petrizhevo – Sergey Alexandrovich Sharov. In authentic life material the author is interested in the real situation – the person on border of life and death and trying to go inside the fact, the author uses artistical device, which is unusual for national literature (Zaitseva, 2018, p. 14). Having addressed to strenuously strong situation, M. Main investigates psychological state of the heroine and actualizes her moral and ethical valuable priorities: devotion to the Motherland, spiritual power, debt to people, which is higher, than death. Generally, they «are under construction on one heroic fact, which is scrupulously investigated by the author, it is disclosed motives of heroic achievement of the soldier, and an excellent example of psychological prose, where human destinies are revealed in dramatic situations» (Sheyanova, 2011, p. 105). Many of them have autobiographical strategy. So, in the V. Yuksern’s story «Before dawn» the following real heroic fact episode is: «In the last days of war the officer-journalist Vasily Stolyarov and his comrades by order of the Soviet command had to become pa...

The author does not hide his attitude towards him, sometimes uses even an open form of expression of his value feelings and ideas: «Тыйым түстэ, поро шүмет, Родинъяым шошген йөрөтөтөм күрүмешлан чөөншни көдөш...» (Yuksern, 1964, p. 9) («Your character, kind heart, ardent love for our Motherland will forever remain in our hearts...»).

3. CONCLUSION

So, the axiological problematics, which is actualized in life and literature of the second half of the 1940s – the beginning of the 1980s, calls into existence new genre-style tendencies in the development of the Mari story about the Great Patriotic War. It is associated with the understanding of the tragic circumstances of military reality, the internal human nature, the psychological side of the characters’ life. The most vivid expression is received in such genre subspecies of the Mari «military» story as lyrico-dramatic, lyrico-philosophical and documentary and biographic stories, and significantly the problematique promotes to the formation of such style dominants of the Mari small prose, as psychology, dramatic nature and philosophization of the narration.
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